**Personality of the Dragon**

Dragons are said to have these four blessings: virtue, riches, harmony, and longevity. Dragons are also exciting, vain, enormously stubborn, and quick-tempered. Wanna wrasse?

---

**Personality of the Snake**

Snakes are endowed with tremendous wisdom. Profound thinkers, they prefer to rely on their own intellect rather than trust the judgment of others. Snakes have an annoying habit of overdoing whatever they do. The plunger is behind the toilet.

---

**Personality of the Ram**

Rams are elegant, wise, gentle, and compassionate. They are shy and often pessimistic about life. We fear for your safety.

---

**Personality of the Rabbit**

Rabbits are gifted, ambitious, smooth talkers. In some areas rabbit people remain uninformed, probably because they are not seekers of knowledge. Try to find a ride to the party. You non-directional, reading invitation forgetting, slick talking bastard.

---

**Personality of the Tiger**

Tigers are powerful, courageous, and loyal. While they are deep thinkers. Tigers are often baffled by decisions. We’ve decided that you’ll have one more beer.

---

**Personality of the Tiger**

People who are born in the Year of the Pig are brave and chivalrous. Not suprisingly, they adore food. They are well informed on the surface, but upon further investigation reveal rather limited knowledge. Beware beer drinking Monkeys.

---

**Personality of the Dog**

Dogs are loyal and possess a profound sense of duty. For the most part, they are held in high regard by others. Those born in the Year of the Dog are blessed with most of the finer traits of human nature. Sadly, they are also cursed with the nastier traits of Dog nature. Please get off my leg.